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Poultry
Whole birds and jumbo breasts moved higher. Medium breasts and
small breasts are flat. Wings were steady but still sought after.
Tenders were steady. The back half of the chicken was unchanged.

Beef
Retail has plenty of supply, foodservice continues to hedge the
risk of more restrictions due to COVID‐19. With reduced
harvest, the packers are in overall good shape; although, the
first sign of possible relief for buyers came late last week with
choice cut‐out value dropping after several days of increases.

Pork
Export demand has been higher which is holding some primal
markets steady. Hog futures are higher due to demand. Due to
supplier’s shortage of labor, bone‐in butts are seeing a dip going
into next week. Boneless butts are strong. The story on ribs is they
continue to be scarce and light ribs are even harder to find. Loins
are strong due to retail demand.

Grains / Oil
Soybean oil is trending higher but has begun to flatten. The extended
outlook is that it continues to move higher. Crude oil, diesel fuel, Canola
and most other vegetable oils are continuing to move higher as supply
tightens. Canola is a big concern with large exports moving to China and
abroad.

Dairy
The cheese markets continue to decrease; however, the processed cheese
market has slowed in decline. The butter market declined by $0.04/lb from the
previous week. All brown shell eggs increased $0.02. All white shell eggs
decreased ‐$0.09, except small white eggs which decreased ‐$0.02. The Cream
markets are seeing an increase.

Seafood
Supply of processed catfish remains tight as suppliers compete for labor.
Imported catfish is a good alternative. Wild Alaska Pollock season closes
leaving about 8.5% of the quota in the water. Keta production is down
60% and is well below 5‐year seasonal average.

Vegetable Oils
There is a global shortage of vegetable
oils causing increases in most oil varieties.

Shrimp
The brown headless and the small PUDs
shrimp supplies will remain short in
supply until the summer of 2021.
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Asparagus
East Coast market is soft with good supplies from Peru. West
Coast is expected to begin to firm up with lighter volume
due to cooler weather anticipated next week. Quality is
good.

Avocados
Good supplies continue from Mexico. Peaking on 40/48/60s,
with good availability on all sizes. Pack out is increasing on
#2’s.

Green Beans ‐ Alert
Supplies are a little better in the East, quality is spotty, and
the market remains high. Northern Mexico supplies expect
to be consistent going forward. California is finished for the
season. Cooler temps will slow down production.

Broccoli
Markets have improved as supply has increased out of CA,
AZ, and Mexico. Demand has slowed. Quality from Northern
Mexico and Imperial / Yuma Counties is fair to mostly good.

Mixed Berries
Mix berries are all in good supply as production ramps up in Mexico with other
regions continuing to produce as well.

Strawberries
Strawberries continue to adjust as more growing regions get started up. Florida
is now in production along with CA and MX.

Cauliflower
Markets have improved as supply has increased out of CA, AZ, and Mexico.
Demand has slowed. Quality from the Desert region of California and Arizona is
good currently.

Lemons / Limes
Lemons‐ Demand is steady. Supplies are good on most sizes and grades except
large fancy, which is limited. Quality is good. Prices remain steady. Limes‐ New
crop heavy to the 200s‐230s. Larger sizes 110s‐175s are old crop, light in color
and thin skinned. Smaller sizes 200s‐250s are new crop, darker color and
thicker skinned. Cold front expected to sweep through end of this week which
will slow harvesting and slow crossings into next week

Oranges
Hot House
Heirloom tomatoes continues to be in high
demand. Red peppers are short in supply.

Corn
Florida is in winter supplies, and quality is hit or miss.
They are still feeling effects form TS Eta. Fancy grade
corn hard to find. Expect stronger market in the short
term. California has availability on white corn. Mexico
starting this week.

Mushrooms
Due to strong demand coupled by several crop
failures on all varieties of mushroom, expect to
see limited supplies from now till the end of the
year.

Yellow Squash
Florida is in good supply. Quality on zucchini and
the market is low. Yellow squash in short supply.
The range in quality is causing the market to
remain high. Mexico good quality and supplies of
zucchini, and while yellow squash supplies
remain snug. Quality is fair.

Demand has declined this week but is expected to pick up next week. Supplies are good.
Quality is good. Prices are steady aside from small choice which is trending slightly
lower.

Leaf and Lettuce ‐ Alert
Markets have finally improved and are seeing relief on green leaf and iceberg. Romaine
and romaine hearts remain unsettled as they continue get caught up in the desert
growing regions. Iceberg‐ Mostly good quality is reported. Leaf‐ Mostly fair to good
quality being reported. Romaine‐ Fair quality (improving steadily), with some under
sizing being reported.

Peppers ‐ Alert
Florida green bells with good supply, excellent quality, and the market is steady. Green
bells out of Mexico with steady supply. Big sizes will start to thin down, leaving large
Produce
and choice. Red and Yellow bells are in tight supply for the next couple of weeks.
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